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Experience Report Kastrup

INTEGRATED BUSINESS SOFTWARE REPAYS

INTEGRATED PROCESSES BRING 
MEDIUM-SIZED COMPANIES AHEAD

The recycling company Hermann Kas-
trup GmbH + Co. KG was founded in 
1904 in Bielefeld. Today, the company 
is waste disposal partner for industries, 
trade and communities. Recyclable ma-
terials are being collected in more than 
1,000 containers on the spot. The recyc-
led raw materials are metal, paper, syn-
thetic materials and wood. 

The average turnover of Kastrup Recyc-
ling summed up between 10 and 20 mil-
lion Euro in the past years. The company 
has 42 employees.

  The Company

ABOUT KASTRUP

▪ Family business since 1904
▪ Around 80 employees at the

Bielefeld and Bad Essen-Weh-
rendorf sites

▪ Wide range of container sys-
tems and modern truck fleet
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An old proverb says that money lies on 
the streets, you just have to grab it. A 
motto the Kastrup Recycling GmbH 
did well with – for more than a hundred 
years. In 1904, at a time when nobody 
could foresee anything about the Grü-
nen Punkt (green symbol on packaging 
which can be recycled by the “Duales 
System”), the environmental movement 
or closed recycling cycles, the company, 
located in Bielefeld, started to collect 
waste from textile industries: at first in 
Westphalia and later on, also in Osna-
brück, Lower Saxony. In the course of 
time, the commodity-trading company 
evolved to a modern recycling compa-
ny with complex processes. Besides 
textiles metal, synthetic materials and 
paper was collected. Today, the Kastrup 
Recycling is waste disposal partner for 
industries, trade and communities. “De-
mands on recycling companies are high. 
We must keep to environmental requi-
rements, process recyclable materials, 
organize logistics and distribution”, spe-
cifies Meik Fränsing, purchasing-officer 
at Hermann Kastrup GmbH, the compa-
ny’s most important tasks.

EINE RUNDE SACHE

VON DER AUSWAHL BIS ZUR UMSETZUNG

The financial accounting of Kastrup Re-
cycling was previously working with Co-
met and for their order processing they 
used an individual software based on 
UNIX. “We were the only customer in 
the waste-business branch for our for-
mer system vendor. The software main-
tenance was done just as slow. It was in 
many areas obsolete”, remembers Mr. 
Fränsing. It is no surprise that the prob-
lems summed up in the course of time. 
For example, input-fields for waste ty-
pes and waste account numbers of the 
authorities were missing. Order proces-
sing had even managed without a can-
cellation function. Furthermore, Kastrup 
Recycling was missing the necessary 
branch knowledge of their partner, to 
understand and convert their complex 
processes. “Therefore, the system stay-
ed dark. To inform our carriers about the 
received amount of recyclable material, 
we had to, for example, create time in-
tense manual reports in Excel”, remem-
bers Mr. Fränsing. When, above all, in 
January 2002 the linkage of a digital re-
ceipt archives failed, because of missing 
interfaces, the decision for a system 
change was made. Kastrup Recycling 
devoted themselves four months of time 
to search for the appropriate software. 
“As a medium-sized company, we have 
to think twice about every cent we spend 
on each investment. We cannot afford 
risky experiments”, refers Mr. Fränsing 
to the restrictive basic conditions of the 
project. The investment security and the 
integration of individual company areas 
were at the top of the wish list. “Whe-
reas SAP was to powerful for us, other 
companies for only financial-software 

  Careful sounding out of the market

 ▪ He explains that hardly any 
recyclable material can be re-
cycled without pre-treatment. 
For example, scrap metal 
needs to be sorted or oily 
emulsions need to be removed 
from filings in advance. A per-
sonnel-intense never ending 
task with only very few pos-
sibilities for automation. ”We 
have the reputation among 
our customers to be very ex-
pensive. We do have our price, 
but therefore, the quality of 
our recyclable materials is 
excellent”, emphasizes Meik 
Fränsing. When choosing 
the new business software, 
the medium-sized recycling 
company had similarly high 
demands.

ONLY FEW POSSIBILI-
TIES FOR AUTOMATI-
ON
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packages like Sage KHK failed due to 
the missing branch functions. We would 
not have solved our interface problems”, 
explains Mr. Fränsing the difficult search 
for the right partner. Finally, Kastrup 
Recycling decided to use the branch-so-
lution enwis) of the Microsoft Business 
Solutions Partner tegos gmbH. It is 
based on the enterprise resource plan-
ning standard software Microsoft Busi-
ness SolutionsNavision. “Microsoft is a 
potential partner and enwis) is current-
ly the only integrated solution for me-
dium-sized waste disposal companies 
that covers all processes from accoun-
ting to order processing. Above all, it is 
very important to us that the implemen-
tation costs were not that high”, justifies 
Mr. Fränsing the decision.
The implementation started in August 
2002. To keep the costs low and to make 
future updates easier, Kastrup Recycling 
oriented themselves to the standard of 
the branch solution. “95 percent of the 
processes match ours. For the necessary 
adjustments, we never crossed the line 
to where updates become problema-
tic”, explains Mr. Fränsing the strategy. 
One of the few extensions that had to 
be done in the order processing was to 
save details from general agreements 
with customers and vendors. “With this 
additional transparency, we guarantee 
that the prices for the entire period re-
main constant. Furthermore, it is now 
a lot easier for us, to consider empirical 
values”, emphasizes Meik Fränsing the 
reason for this adjustment. Other ad-
justments arose after the implementati-
on. “Our employees had limited freedom 
of action, because of the few amounts 

of functions. With Navision, there is 
more than one way to find a solution. To 
protect delicate data, we have blocked 
a few secret paths with help of access 
rights”, Mr. Fränsing points out the secu-
rity system. 

Meik Fränsing is very satisfied with the 
course of the project. “We might have 
had lower license costs with another 
system. But thanks to the high perfor-
mance and the modern infrastructure we 
were able to cut down the service costs 
to 24 man-days”, shows Meik Fränsing 
the situation in a favorable light. Mo-
reover, due to the complete integration 
of the working processes, from financial 
accounting to order processing, an a lot 
larger rationalization potential could be 
developed than it would have been pos-
sible with other softwares. He also finds 
words of praise for the implementation 
partner: “tegos carried out the project 
within a short period of time. We could 
also benefit from the branch compe-
tence of our partner in regard to busi-
ness management.” Since the software 
change at the beginning of 2003, a lot 
has changed for Kastrup Recycling. “For 
the first time, company areas are wor-
king with one software. Instead of drow-
ning in piles of paper, our employees call 
up reports when they are actually nee-
ded. Even business transactions are now 
electronically delegated”, explains Mr. 
Fränsing the changes. In medium range 
he hopes to have considerable savings 
in the amount of paper needed. “For 
an ecologically oriented company, the 

  It was worth the effort

thrifty use of office materials should be 
self-evident”, he adds with a wink. Many 
working processes could considerably be 
shortened with the implementation of 
Microsoft Navision. It used to take the 
company several days to make the mon-
thly vendor invoicing, the process can 
now be completed in half the time. Ac-
cording to Mr. Fränsing, it is difficult to 
calculate the profitability of the project: 
“An ERP-software relieves employees, 
broadens the basis for information and 
improves the service for customers and 
vendors. But still, the software is means 
to an end. There are too many influences 
as to be able to comprehensibly calcula-
te the return of investment.” 

Meik Fränsing is modest in regard to 
the future. The prices on the commodi-
ty markets are said to be promising, but 
you should not leave the entire econo-
mic situation in Germany out of consi-
deration. “The producing trade is de-
clining for years. The amount of waste 
falls accordingly. On the other hand, the 
number of waste disposal companies 
is constantly increasing. We’re glad to 
keep our share of the market in the long 
term”, says Mr. Fränsing. Microsoft Na-
vision is part of the rationalization con-
cept to ensure the business profitability 
despite lower waste amounts. Not least 
because of this, a continuous expansion 
of the ERP-software is planned. “The 
next step is to link the weighbridge to 
enwis). Our subsidiary in Osnabruck is to 
be connected in 2004”, names Mr. Frän-
sing the next projects

  Profitability through cost reduction
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